JAN-FEB

SHOW GUIDE

Concrete equipment
Special focus: Electric equipment
Road construction
Components

REGIONAL REPORT: CIS

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: North Africa

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:

✔ ConExpo-Con/Agg

Mini excavators
Off-Highway Research special country focus: Philippines

REGIONAL REPORT: India

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: Europe

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:

✔ World of Concrete
✔ ConExpo-Con/Agg

MARCH

SPECIAL FEATURE: EARTHMOVING

ADTs | RDTs | Large excavators

Large wheeled loaders

Bulldozers

See page 10 for more details

APRIL

SHOW GUIDE

High-rise construction
Covering cranes and falsework and formwork solutions.

Demolition & Recycling

REGIONAL REPORT: Latin America

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: Europe

Yellow Table
The world’s top 50 construction equipment manufacturers ranked by their sales.

Portable power, lighting and on-site equipment

Generators, compressors, lighting towers and other on-site equipment.

Skills shortage

Access equipment

REGIONAL REPORT: North Africa

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: Middle East

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:

✔ IRE/APEX

MAY

SHOW GUIDE

Excavators

Tunnelling

REGIONAL REPORT: Latin America

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: China

FREE MARKET RESEARCH:

FREE independent advertising research for full pages or larger

See page 9 for more details

JUNE

Equipment market overview
A mid-year examination of construction equipment sales and what markets are performing strongly.

Transport infrastructure
Railway, road, port and airport projects around the world.

ConExpo-Con/Agg

REGIONAL REPORT: Latin America

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: China

FREE MARKET RESEARCH:

FREE independent advertising research for full pages or larger

See page 10 for more details

JULY-AUG

SHOW GUIDE

ICON

200

The world’s top 200 contractors ranked by their sales figures.

Falsework & Formwork

REGIONAL REPORT: Asia Pacific

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK: India

FREE MARKET RESEARCH:

FREE independent advertising research for full pages or larger

See page 10 for more details
Cranes
A look at the latest products and technological developments in this important sector.

Mixing technology
The latest technology in concrete and asphalt plants.

Drilling equipment

Quarrying and mining

REGIONAL REPORT:
Middle East

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
Asia Pacific

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:
GIC

Engines
Attachments
Bauma China Preview
REGIONAL REPORT:
China

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
North America

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:
Bauma China

Concrete construction
Foundations
Bridge construction
Haulers
Rigid haulers and articulated dump trucks.

REGIONAL REPORT:
North America

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
Southern Africa

KHL Toplists analysis

See page 10 for more details

GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION GUIDE
Combining International Construction’s annual Yellow Book and World Construction Report, this 11th issue is the ultimate reference guide for the construction industry.

Construction market overview
Construction equipment round-up

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FROM OUR BOOTH:
Bauma China

EDITORIAL DEADLINES
Editorial should be submitted to the editor no later than the 5th of the preceding month

For further details, or to submit material suitable for publication, please contact:
Andy Brown: andy.brown@khl.com | +44 (0)1892 786224

FREE MARKET RESEARCH
How do you measure recall and readership of your advertisements?

Advertise in the June issue of International Construction with a full page or greater and we will provide you with an independent, detailed advertising report that not only measures recall and readership but also the awareness, familiarity and perception of your brand.

This independent brand feedback from our loyal readership can help you shape the strategic direction of your brand.
INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION TEAM

SIMON KELLY
Sales manager and UK
Tel: +44 (0)1892 786223
e-mail: simon.kelly@khl.com

ANDY BROWN
Editor
Tel: +44 (0)1892 786224
e-mail: andy.brown@khl.com

JOE SARGENT
Deputy editor
Tel: +44 (0)1892 786211
e-mail: joe.sargent@khl.com

GLOBAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES

BENELUX/SCANDINAVIA
Bridget Leary
Tel: +44 (0)1892 786220
e-mail: bridget.leary@khl.com

CHINA
Cathy Yao
Tel: +86 (0)10 65536676
e-mail: cathy.yao@khl.com

FRANCE
Hamilton Pearman
Tel: +33 (0)1 49930858
e-mail: h.pearman@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY/SWITZERLAND/AUSTRIA/ EASTERN EUROPE
Simon Battersby
Tel: +49 711 34 16 74 70
e-mail: simon.battersby@khl.com

ITALY
Fabio Potestà
Tel: +39 030 5704948
e-mail: info@mediapointsrl.it

JAPAN
Michihiro Kawahara
Tel: +81 (0)3 32123671
e-mail: kawahara@rayden.jp

KOREA
CH Park
Tel: +82 (0)2 7301234
e-mail: mci@unitel.co.kr

SPAIN
Petra Kaiser
Tel: +49 (0)171 346 7472
e-mail: petra.kaiser@khl.com

TURKEY
Emre Apa
Tel: +90 532 3243616
e-mail: emre.apa@apayayincilik.com.tr

NORTH AMERICA
Alister Williams
Tel: +1 843 637 4127
e-mail: alister.williams@khl.com

Wil Holloway
Tel: +1 312 929 2563
e-mail: wil.holloway@khl.com

Thomas Kavooras
Tel: +1 312 929 3478
e-mail: thomas.kavooras@khl.com

KHL OFFICES

UNITED KINGDOM (Head Office)
KHL Group LLP
Southfields, Southview Road,
Wadhurst, East Sussex, TN5 6TP, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1892 784 088

GERMANY OFFICE
KHL Group, Niemöllerstr. 9
73760 Ostfildern (Stuttgart), Germany,
Tel: +49 (0)711 3416 7411

USA WAUKESHA OFFICE
20855 Watertown Road,
Suite 220,
Waukesha, WI 53186-1873, USA
Tel: +1 262 754 4100
www.dieselprogressinternational.com

USA HEAD OFFICE
KHL Group Americas LLC
3726 East Ember Glow Way,
Phoenix, AZ 85050, USA
Tel: +1 480 859 0578

USA CHICAGO OFFICE
KHL Group Americas LLC
205 W. Randolph Street, Suite 1320,
Chicago, IL 60606, USA
Tel: +1 312 496 3314

CHINA OFFICE
KHL Group China
Room 769, Poly Plaza, No.14, South Dong Zhi Men Street, Dong Cheng District,
Beijing 100027, P.R. China
Tel: +86 (0)10 6553 6676

SOUTH AMERICA OFFICE
KHL Group Americas LLC
Av. Marquêsue 151, of 1108,
Las Condes, Santiago, Chile
Tel: +56 2 2885 0321

www.khl.com